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Objective: Neurophysiological changes related to meditation have recently attracted scientific attention.
We aimed to detect changes in electroencephalography (EEG) parameters induced by a meditative inter-
vention in subjects with post-traumatic residual disability (PTRD), which has been confirmed for effec-
tiveness and safety in a previous study. This will allow us to estimate the objective effect of this
intervention at the neurophysiological level.
Methods: Ten subjects with PTRD were recruited and underwent psychological assessment and EEG
recordings before and after the meditative intervention. Furthermore, 10 additional subjects were
recruited as normal controls. Source current density as an EEG parameter was estimated by exact Low
Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (eLORETA). Comparisons of source current density in PTRD sub-
jects after the meditative intervention with normal controls were investigated. Additionally, we com-
pared source current density in PTRD subjects between before and after meditative intervention.
Correlations between psychological assessments and source current density were also explored.
Results: After meditative intervention, PTRD subjects exhibited increased gamma activity in the left infe-
rior parietal lobule relative to normal controls. In addition, changes of delta activity in the right pre-
cuneus correlated with changes in the psychological score on role physical item, one of the quality of
life scales reflecting the work or daily difficulty due to physical problems.
Conclusions: These results show that the meditative intervention used in this study produces neurophys-
iological changes, in particular the modulation of oscillatory activity of the brain.
Significance: Our meditative interventions might induce the neurophysiological changes associated with
the improvement of psychological symptoms in the PTRD subjects.
� 2019 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Meditation refers to a set of various and specific methods of
attentional engagement (Cahn et al., 2010). Recently, Buddhist
and Yoga meditation practices have been applied not only for their
original spiritual purpose but also for their capacity to improve
health-related problems (Thomas et al., 2014). We previously
reported the effectiveness of complementary and alternative med-
icine (CAM) including Yoga meditation in subjects with post-
traumatic residual disability (PTRD) (Hayashi et al., 2013). In this
previous study we defined subjects with PTRD as individuals
who had difficulty in social lives by residual physical disabilities
due to a severe disaster or accident in spite of undergoing standard
medical treatment over one year. Standard medical treatment over
one year had not improved their symptoms, thus, they were
regarded as a group of patients that were resistant for general
medical treatment. Patients with physical and mental distress
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derived from traumas of accidents or disasters tend to suffer from
prolonged distress even if they undergo general medical treat-
ments. These patients usually have difficulty to be cured by general
medical therapy and some of them ask for help with CAM thera-
pies. However, such CAM therapies have not been sufficiently ver-
ified for effectiveness and safety in patients with post-traumatic
distress. Thus, we conducted a previous study on meditation in this
kind of patients and confirmed the effectiveness (e.g., improve-
ment in psychological symptoms) and safety of this intervention.
This previous study, however, investigated psychological symp-
toms based on self-administered questionnaire and had the limita-
tion of objectivity when evaluating the status of the patients
(Hayashi et al., 2013).

Electroencephalography (EEG) has attracted a great deal of sci-
entific attention as an objective measure to assess biological
changes induced by meditation (Lutz et al., 2004, Tei et al., 2009,
Cahn et al., 2010, Thomas et al., 2014, Faber et al., 2015,
DeLosAngeles et al., 2016, Braboszcz et al., 2017, Kang et al.,
2018, Lee et al., 2018, Schoenberg et al., 2018). Early studies on
expert meditators reported enhanced alpha power as state and
trait features associated with meditative practices (Wallace,
1970; Kasamatsu and Hirai, 1966). Later studies failed to replicate
these findings (Cahn et al., 2010). Recent studies suggest neuro-
physiological findings associated with meditation in different fre-
quency bands. For instance, significant enhanced gamma power
has been demonstrated in a study of expert Buddhist meditators
(Lutz et al., 2004). Another study also proved that a group of expert
Western meditators exhibited significantly enhanced gamma
power in a ‘‘mindfulness” meditation compared to a mind-
wandering condition (Cahn et al., 2010). On the other hands, some
researchers observed decreases of low gamma (25–48 Hz), beta
(13–25 Hz) power and increases in frontal midline and temporo-
parietal theta power during deeper absorptions of Buddhist con-
centrative meditation (DeLosAngeles et al., 2016).

In addition to gamma frequency band, delta activity has drawn
attention in neurophysiological studies of meditation in terms of
mental ‘‘detachment”. The meditative condition has a property of
a detached observation from ongoing experience. Meditators
acquire this attitude through exercise of the intent not to analyze
(not trying to explain), not to judge (good, bad, right, wrong),
and not to expect anything (Cardoso et al., 2004). This reduced
reactivity and engagement in observed experiences is the so called
‘‘detachment” (Tei et al., 2009). Increased frontal delta activity in
experienced Zen and Qi-Gong meditators suggest significant inter-
actions between meditative practice and this frequency band (Tei
et al., 2009; Faber et al., 2008). Enhanced frontal delta activity in
experienced meditators may reflect a functional inhibition of
appraisal systems consistent with a ‘‘detachment” in analysis,
judgment, and expectation (Tei et al., 2009).

Recently, several investigations on EEG activity associated with
meditation have been conducted using exact Low Resolution Elec-
tromagnetic Tomography (eLORETA) (Thomas et al., 2014; Tei
et al., 2009; Milz et al., 2014). eLORETA is a three-dimensional, dis-
crete, linear, and weighted minimal norm inverse solution method
(Pascual-Marqui et al., 2011). Its unique property was described in
detail in our previous study (Hata et al., 2016, Kitaura et al., 2017).
eLORETA has shown to hold improved localization properties in
the presence of noise, and in multiple source situations (Pascual-
Marqui et al., 2011).

We have already reported the effectiveness (e.g., improve-
ment of psychological symptoms) and safety of our meditative
intervention (Hayashi et al., 2013). However, as mentioned
above, our previous study was partially insufficient in terms of
objective estimation. In the present study, we aimed to identify
static EEG activities, not instantaneous neurophysiological activ-
ities, induced by meditative intervention in PTRD subjects using
eLORETA. We also evaluated the correlations between EEG
parameters and clinical assessment to identify the brain regions
related to psychological changes, thus providing new possible
neurophysiological evidence of effectiveness of meditative
interventions.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The subjects with PTRD were recruited from the web pages of
the Department of Integrative Medicine, Osaka University Gradu-
ate School of Medicine. The PTRD subjects, resistant on general
medical therapy, were recruited and intervened by meditative
therapy in this study. These subjects met the following criteria:
(1) physical distress stemming from accidental injury in the past
year, (2) age of 20 years or over, and (3) the subjects gave written
informed consent to participate in the study. In addition, we estab-
lished the following exclusion criteria: (1) subjects with psychi-
atric or cognitive disorders, such as major depression, bipolar
disorder, schizophrenia, and dementia, (2) subjects that underwent
intensive medical treatment, or, medically unstable subjects even
under general medical treatment, (3) patients who were consid-
ered to have a poor prognosis, (4) subjects without ability of read-
ing and writing in Japanese (Hayashi et al., 2015). Through the
screening process, 10 PTRD subjects were enrolled in this study.
Prior to the enrollment, we acquired the patients’ referral docu-
ment and agreement for entry in this study from the doctors in
charge, screening the subjects in terms of physical or mental dis-
eases. When the subjects were considered to require intensive
medical treatment, we advised them to undergo general medical
treatment. In this case, once the patients were treated and became
stable, they were re-enrolled in this study.

Prior to the intervention, the participants were interviewed for
the details of physical impediment and accidental injuries and
assessed by psychological questionnaires. Psychological question-
naires included the Visual Analog Scale for physical and mental
distress, Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) (Kroenke et al.,
2001; Muramatsu and Kamijima, 2009) to assess depressive state,
the Impact of Event Scale-Revised (IES-R) (Weiss, 2004; Asukai
et al., 2002) to assess traumatic distress, and 36-item short-
form (SF-36) (Fukuhara et al., 1998a,b) for evaluation of quality
of life (QOL). PHQ-9 is utilized for screening the patients with
major depression, and not less than 10 points in this scale reflect
suspicious major depression. IES-R is the scale for screening the
patients with PTSD, and 25 or more points suggests a suspicion
of PTSD. SF-36 consists of 8 QOL items and exhibits standardized
score with 50 for the average score and 10 for the standard devi-
ation. Role physical scores are included in SF-36 and they reflect
the difficulty or limitation in work or daily activity due to physi-
cal problems in one month before measurement. From week-1 to
week-8 they received the meditative intervention (described
below) once a week and were carefully instructed to practice
the meditation in daily life. Finally at week-9, the psychological
questionnaires were performed again on all subjects. With regard
to neurophysiological assessments, EEG recordings were recorded
at week-1 and week-9 in all subjects for evaluation of the effect of
the intervention.

In addition, 10 participants without history of mental illness
and cognitive dysfunction were recruited as normal controls for
comparing the EEG data between groups. One EEG recording was
conducted in the each healthy subject.

Prior to the enrollment, we explained to all subjects about the
use of their clinical data for this research and written informed
consent was obtained. Our study protocol was approved by the
ethical committee of Osaka University Hospital and our study
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was conducted in accordance with relevant guidelines, regulations,
and the declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Meditative intervention

All participants were instructed to practice the Asana pose, iso-
metric exercise with softly exhaling, as training for focusing con-
sciousness about their bodies, by certified Yoga therapists of
Japan Yoga Therapy Society at every visit, providing more attention
into following meditation. After the Asana pose, they were
instructed to practice meditation based on the 24 min audio
instruction. Then they were also trained to meditate by audio
instructions of compact disk in order to meditate by their own self
in their home every day. The 24-min audio instructions included
the body-scan method, which is the meditative method for focused
consciousness about the specific body parts, the breathing method
with one side nose or both side nose, and the So-ham method,
which is the meditative breathing method of deeply inhalation
with the word ‘‘So” and slowly exhalation with the word ‘‘Ham”.
The certified Yoga therapists checked the mindfulness meditation
level of each participant and instructed them based on their profi-
ciency level of meditation in each session time. We measured the
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS) (Brown and Ryan,
2003), which assesses a core characteristic of mindfulness, in order
to verify the meditation quality.

2.3. EEG recordings and data processing

All EEG recordings were conducted with digital 19-channel EEG
equipment (EEG-1000/EEG-1200, Nihon Kohden, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan). The scalp electrodes were arranged according to the Inter-
national 10–20 system (i.e., Fp1, Fp2, F7, F3, Fz F4, F8, T7, C3, Cz, C4,
T8, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, O2). The impedance of these electrodes
was maintained below 5 kX. Linked ear references, sampling rate
of 500 Hz, and filtered frequency band between 0.53 Hz and
60 Hz were applied in this study. Eyes open and closed states
and meditative condition were recorded with careful vigilance
control.

Then we acquired 120 s of artifact-free eyes-closed EEG data
from all subjects’ recordings and divided them into 2-s fragments
off-line. Thus, 60 artifact-free epochs of 2 s-fragments (stemmed
from 120 s data) were explored in all subjects. All EEG data were
visually inspected by trained and certified electroencephalogra-
phers. The EEG data with artifact components, such as eye blinking,
muscle artifact and signs of drowsiness, were rejected by visual
inspection. We investigated only eyes-closed and awake EEG com-
ponents in order to properly estimate the brain function in genuine
resting state. EEG data were assessed with the LORETA-KEY
software.

EEG recordings were conducted for about 40 min, including
eyes-closed state for 20 min, and meditative state for 20 min
(body-scan, breathing meditation with one side nose, with both
side noses, and So-ham meditation for 5 min, respectively).

2.4. EEG source localization estimated by eLORETA

We explored the cortical distribution of current density calcu-
lated by eLORETA with eyes-closed and awake EEG components.
The brain templates of eLORETA and electrodes coordinates were
determined according to the Montreal Neurological Institute aver-
age MRI brain map (MNI152) (Mazziotta et al., 2001). The solution
space was restricted in the cortical gray matter endowed with
6239 voxels of 5 � 5 � 5 mm space resolution. The reliability and
efficiency of eLORETA tomography for investigating brain activity
was validated in several scalp EEG studies which compared differ-
ent modalities, such as structural MRI (Worrell et al., 2000), fMRI
(Mulert et al., 2004; Vitacco et al., 2002), PET (Dierks et al.,
2000), and intracranial EEG (Zumsteg et al., 2006).

Sixty epochs of artifact-free 2-s EEG fragments in all subjects
were processed by eLORETA for current density analysis in each
five frequency bands: delta (2–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–
13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), gamma (30–60 Hz).
3. Statistical analyses

We applied statistical nonparametric mapping method (SnPM)
(Holmes et al., 1996) implemented in eLORETA software, exploring
current density. Between-group difference of source localization in
each frequency band was estimated by voxel-by-voxel indepen-
dent F-ratio-tests derived from log-transformed current density
power. In the resulting three-dimensional statistical mapping, cor-
tical voxels with significant differences were identified by means
of a nonparametric permutation/randomization procedure (i.e.,
based on the Fisher’s permutation method, with the threshold set
at the 5% probability level), comparing the mean source power in
each voxel and the distribution in the permutated values. By eval-
uating the empirical probability distribution of the ‘‘maximal-stat
istics” in the null hypothesis, permutation and randomization tests
have demonstrated to be effective in controlling the Type I error in
neuroimaging studies (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Winkler et al.,
2016). eLORETA software conduct 5000 data randomizations to
determine the critical probability threshold of the evaluated log
F-ratio values with correction in multiple comparisons among all
voxels in each frequencies, independently of Gaussianity. The avail-
ability of SnPM for LORETA analyses has been validated in several
studies (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1999; Anderer et al., 1998). Detailed
description of the nonparametric randomization has been reported
in previous studies (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Winkler et al., 2016).

To assess the association between the EEG parameter (i.e., cur-
rent density) and neuropsychological test, we explored the correla-
tions in regression analysis with eLORETA software. The critical
probability threshold of r-values was assessed with nonparametric
randomization (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Winkler et al., 2016).

In this study we explored the associations between cortical vox-
els in each frequency band (delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma) and
three clinical items (PHQ-9, IES-R, and SF-36. SF-36 contains 8
QOL subscale items, including role-physical item) based on rigor-
ous corrections for multiple comparisons (Nichols and Holmes,
2002).
4. Results

4.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

No participants dropped out in this study. We confirmed the
significant improvement in the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale
(MAAS) (pre-intervention: 66.4 ± 11.7, post-intervention:
73.5 ± 12.7, p = 0.003), thus, verifying the quality of meditation of
each participants in this intervention. Clinical characteristics of
the PTRD subjects are shown in Table 1. About half of the partici-
pants in this study were victims of disasters. Table 2 shows the
demographic and clinical data of all subjects who had difficulty
in social lives by residual physical disabilities from past trauma.
No statistical differences were seen in gender and age between
the study groups. Only participants with PTRD were surveyed
about distress or psychological trauma.

4.2. Source localization analyses

Fig. 1 illustrates the averaged eLORETA cortical solutions of the
PTRD subjects before and after the intervention, and that of the



Table 1
Demographic and clinical data of participants with post-traumatic residual
disabilities.

Trauma Gender Age Type of injury

Disaster Female 46 Fracture of the right scapula,
Bruise of whole body,
Crush syndrome

Disaster Female 68 Injury of the left lung,
Fracture of the left rib,
Laceration of forehead, PTSD

Disaster Female 72 Dystonia of body trunk, PTSD
Disaster Female 40 Fracture of the pelvis, fracture of the rib, sprain

fracture of the right astragalus
Accident Female 72 Bursting fracture of the lumbar vertebra
Accident Male 64 Aortic dissection
Accident Male 53 Cervical spine injury
Accident Male 68 Bruise of the lumbar vertebra
Accident Female 50 Fracture of the right carpus
Accident Male 43 Paresis of the right fibular nerve

PTSD; Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

Table 2
Demographic and clinical data of all participants.

Subjects Normal controls

N (female) 10(6) 10(6)
Age 57.5 ± 12.4 56.8 ± 4.5
IES-R(pre-intervention) 17.4 ± 11.2
IES-R(post-intervention) 19.3 ± 12.6
PHQ-9(pre-intervention) 8.4 ± 4.9
PHQ-9(post-intervention) 6.1 ± 4.1
Role physical

(pre-intervention)
29.1 ± 17.2

Role physical
(post-intervention)

29.5 ± 15.1

IES-R; The Impact of Event Scale – Revised. PHQ-9; Patient Health Questionnaire-9.

Fig. 1. Averaged eLORETA current density in each frequency band of the partici-
pants before and after intervention, and normal controls. The red cortical area
indicates the location with higher current density.
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normal controls in each frequency band. The highest current
density values were found in alpha band in all three groups. The
highest alpha current density values were of 1.15 (Amp/m2) before
intervention, 1.48 (Amp/m2) after intervention, and 1.12 (Amp/m2)
in controls. There was a similar distribution of alpha cortical
sources with maximal current density over the parieto-occipital
areas in all groups.
The second highest current density values were seen in beta
band in all study groups: 0.94 (Amp/m2) before intervention,
0.98 (Amp/m2) after intervention, and 0.72 (Amp/m2) in normal
controls.

Statistical analysis showed no significant differences between
PTRD subjects before and after intervention, and between controls
and before intervention in any frequency band. However, after
intervention PTRD subjects exhibited significantly higher current
density values in the left inferior parietal lobule (IPL) in gamma
band relative to the normal controls (Log F ratio = 1.30, p < 0.05).
(Fig. 2).

In the supplementary analysis we explored the comparison
between resting and meditation (body-scan, breathing meditation
with one side nose, with both side nose, and So-ham meditation,
respectively) EEG of 120 s of artifact-free data in each frequency
band. However, these investigations did not yield any significant
difference.
4.3. Correlations between psychological measures and EEG activity

Correlations between psychological measures and EEG activity
(i.e., current density) were investigated in all frequency bands.
Fig. 3 maps the location with significantly positive correlation
between role physical scores and changes in delta band current
density caused by the meditative intervention. The area with sig-
nificant correlation is located around the right precuneus
(r = 0.941, corrected p = 0.0136).
5. Discussion

In this study, we explored changes in EEG activity (i.e., current
density) induced by meditative intervention and the association
between the EEG activity and psychological measures in PTRD
subjects.

Although no significant differences were observed in direct
comparison between meditative and resting state in the PTRD sub-
jects, we found significantly higher gamma current density in the
left IPL of PTRD subjects after intervention compared with normal
controls (Fig. 2) which was not found before intervention com-
pared with normal subjects. Of course, the interpretation of our
results may have limitations, but we suggest that they are consis-
tent with previous reports of increased gamma band power in EEG
studies associated with meditation (Lutz et al., 2004, Thomas et al.,
2014, Braboszcz et al., 2017, Schoenberg et al., 2018). Of note, Cahn
et al (2010) also found that experienced meditators exhibited sig-
nificantly enhanced gamma power at parietal electrodes, which is
in line with our results. There is substantial evidence that the lat-
eral parietal cortex plays an important role in attention processing.
Interestingly, meditation and attentional processing are generally
considered to have a close link in various meditation methods
(Hauswald et al., 2015), as supported by several studies demon-
strating improvement in attentional task performance induced by
meditative training (Hodgins and Adair, 2010; Slagter et al.,
2007). From a neurophysiological viewpoint, attention processing
has been reported to have a close association with high-
frequency oscillatory activity. For instance, Jensen et al. (2007) sug-
gested gamma oscillations were associated with attentional pro-
cessing of working memory. Furthermore, the IPL is associated
with internally oriented process and self-awareness (Fox and
Raichle, 2007). Thus, the changes in gamma oscillatory activity in
the IPL associated with the meditative intervention found in this
study may reflect meditation-related attentional process or self-
awareness.

In the above quoted literature (Hayashi et al., 2013) we demon-
strated the clinical improvement (i.e., mental distress, physical



Fig. 2. Comparison of current density in gamma band between the participants after intervention and normal controls. The yellow area shows the significantly higher current
density in the subjects after intervention (Log F ratio = 1.30, p < 0.05). The area is located around the left inferior parietal lobule.

Fig. 3. Correlation between changes of electric neuronal activity (current density in Amp/m2) in delta band and scores in role physical associated with the meditative
intervention. In the left figure the yellow area shows the significantly positive correlation between changes of current density in delta band and scores in role physical in the
subjects with post-traumatic residual disabilities associated with the meditative intervention. The area is located around the right precuneus. In the right graph the
correlation is shown between changes of current density in delta band and scores in role physical in the right precuneus (r = 0.941, corrected p = 0.0136).
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distress, depressive scale) in PTRD subjects induced by our current
meditative intervention. With regard to treatment for traumatic
stress, treatment responders in post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) are reported to exhibit enhanced fMRI activation of the left
IPL at baseline, prior to treatment (van Rooij et al., 2015). This sug-
gests the left IPL activation significantly predicts treatment
response. Furthermore, the IPL appears to be associated with
decrease in re-experiencing symptoms. It is noteworthy that syn-
chronicity of high frequency oscillations is considered to play an
important role in synaptic plasticity (Wespatat et al., 2004), sug-
gesting a link between high-frequency oscillations and structural
changes in the human brain (Hauswald et al., 2015). Based on this
argument, we can speculate that an increase in gamma activity in
the left IPL after meditative intervention may be related to synaptic
changes which contribute to treatment response to post-traumatic
distress through a decrease in re-experiencing symptoms. Thus,
the meditative intervention applied in this study might have
brought PTRD subjects into a preparatory state for treatment.

Regarding our correlation results, recent investigations have
found correlation between delta activity around the right pre-
cuneus and changes in the role physical score. Patients with anxi-
ety disorders have been reported to exhibit deactivation of right
precuneus in single-photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) in treatment responders (Carey et al., 2004), suggesting
that reduced activity of precuneus could have association with
treatment of anxiety. Results from a study using repetitive tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) and SPECT, indicate that
rTMS can improve role-physical problems in patients with major
depressive disorders. This symptom improvement is associated
with a reduced perfusion of the precuneus, a brain region involved
in self-focus and self-processing (Dumas et al., 2012). Patients with
depressive disorders show enhanced self-focus and link negative
affect (depression, anxiety, and negative mood) to enhanced atten-
tion to the self (Mor and Winquist, 2002). Furthermore, these
patients also exaggerate self-processing, namely, they assess the
stimuli as strongly related to their selves (Lemogne et al., 2011).
Excessive self-referential processing yield distorted interpretations
for social stimuli and prolonged social fears due to maladjusted
cognition regarding self (Bögels and Mansell, 2004). Dumas et al.
(2012) suggested that reduced perfusion of the precuneus might
have association with a reduction of self-referential processing,
allowing patients to remark their own attention to their environ-
ment, not self, thus, the patients with depressive disorders exhib-
ited the improvement of psychological symptoms. In this study, we
found significant delta activities and their activities could relate to
the deactivation of the concerned brain region. Reduced activities
of precuneus might yield detachment for self, associated with
treatment for anxiety or depression, thus producing the improve-
ment of psychological symptoms through the medium of role
physical.

Our findings should be interpreted cautiously because of the
relatively small sample size. In this study the correlation between
role physical scores and current density was found extremely high.
This result could be caused by the inflated correlations stemmed
from small sample size (Yarkoni, 2009). Further studies dealing
with larger samples may confirm our results. In this study, ages
of the participants covered certain spread. The previous EEG study
with LORETA (Zöllig et al., 2007) suggested the different neural
activity depending on age. EEG data of all participants did not
include abnormal activity, such as slow waves and spikes, thus
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suggesting absence of major neurophysiological disturbances.
However, potential minor neurophysiological effect related to age
might affect our results. We found the left IPL activity with a signif-
icant difference in the comparison between participants after
intervention and normal controls, not before intervention. Further-
more, no significant difference were observed in supplementary
comparison between meditative and resting state in the PTRD sub-
jects. Thus, our results had a certain limitation in interpreting that
our results were induced merely by meditative intervention in par-
ticipants with PTRD. The effects associated with repeated testing or
passing time were not controlled in the current study design. These
uncontrolled effects might affect the results, thus, cautious inter-
pretation for our results should be needed. Another possible con-
cern is related to the EEG analysis that was based on a relative
small number of electrodes. However, EEG assessments in the real
clinical scenario are usually recorded with 19 scalp electrodes. Fur-
thermore, previous EEG studies have confirmed the accuracy of
LORETA source localization using this number of scalp electrodes
(De Ridder et al., 2011; Thatcher et al., 2014). Gamma activity with
significant difference captured in this study could not be absolutely
denied to include muscle contamination (Travis and Shear, 2010),
even if we conducted rigorous artifact-rejection and statistical cor-
rection. Although ICA and band-stop filters at 60 Hz is the best way
to remove artifacts (Frantzidis et al., 2014, Chriskos et al., 2018),
we didn’t use these artifact rejection settings but inspected visually
to remove these artifacts in this study. EEG data were visually
inspected for common artifacts such as eye movements and muscle
activity. A further concern is that we did not assess distress or psy-
chological trauma in the control group, but we ensured that they
had no physical and/or mental disease when recruiting them for
the study.

6. Conclusion

In this study we investigated changes in EEG activity associated
with the meditative intervention and the correlation between EEG
activity and psychological measures. Subjects with post-traumatic
residual disabilities exhibited increased gamma activity in the left
inferior parietal lobule relative to normal controls after interven-
tion. In addition, changes of delta activity in the right precuneus
correlated with changes in the psychological score on role physical
item. These changes could associate with psychological process,
leading to the improvement of psychological symptoms. The
results of this study reflect neurophysiological and objective
changes induced by our meditative intervention.
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